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ABSTRACT

We need to find a mtddle way between the exaggerated defer
ence towards science charactenstic of sczentzsm, and the exag-
gerated susptcton characteristtc of anu sczentific attitudes — to
acknowledge that sczence is netther sacred nor a confzdence
trzck The Crztical Commonsenszst account of scientzfic evidence
and sczentzfic method offered here corrects the narrowly logzcal
approach of the Old Deferentzahsts without succumbing to the
New Cynics' soczologzsm or thezr factttious despazr of the epis
temic credentzals of sczence

Attitudes to science range ali the way from uncritical admi-
ration at one extreme, through distrust, resentment, envy,
to demgration and outright hostility at the other We are
confused about what science can and what rt can't do,
about how it does what rt does, about the role of science In
socety and the role of society in science, about the relation
of science to literature, about scence and religion,

Complicated as they are, the confusions can be classified
as of two main kinds the scientistic and the anti-saentific
The former is a matter of an exaggerated lund of deference
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towards science an excessive readiness to accept as authon-
tative any claim made by the scences, for example, and to
dismiss every kind of criticism of seence or its practitioners
as anti-scientific prejudice The latter is a matter of an ex-
aggerated kind of suspiaon of science an excessive readi-
ness to see the interests of the powerful at work in every
scientific ciam, for example, or to accept any kind of criti-
esm of science or its practitioners as undermining its pre-
tensions to teul us how the world is

Disentangling the confusions is made harder by an awk-
ward ambiguity Sometimes the word "saence" is used sim-
ply as a way of refernng to certam disciplines physics,
chemistry, biology, and so forth, usually also anthropology
and psychology, sometimes also soaology, economics, and
so on But often — perhaps more often than not — "sci-
ence" and its cognates are used hononfically advertisers
urge us get our clothes clean.er with new, scientific, Wizzo,
teachers of cntical thinking urge us to reason scientifically,
to use the scientific method, expert witnesses are beheved
on the grounds what they offer is saentific evidence, astrol-
ogy, water-divining, homeopathy or chiropractic or acu-
puncture are dismissed as pseudo-seence, skeptical of this
or that claim, we complain that it lacks a scientific explana-
non, or demand scientific proof And so on "Scientific" has
come to be an ali-purpose term of epistemic praise, meaning
"strong, rehable, good " No wonder, then, that psychologists
and sociologists and economists are sometimes so zealous in
insisting on their nght to the title No wonder, erther, that
practitioners in other areas ("Management Science," "Li-
brary Saence," "Military Science," "Mortuary Science,"
etc ) are so anxious to da= it

In view of the unpressive successes of the natural sci-
ences, this honor-dic usage is understandable enough But it
is unfortunate It obscures the otherwise obvious fact that
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not ali, or only, practinoners of disciplines classified as se-
ences are good, honest, thorough, successful inquirers It
has tempted some philosophers of science int° a fruitless
preoccupation with the problem of demarcatmg real science
from pretenders It encourages too thoughtlessly uncritical
an attitude to the disciplines classified as sciences This in
turn provokes envy of the disciplines so classified, which
encourages a kind of scientism — mappropriate mimicry, by
practitioners of other disciplines, of the manner, the tech-
nical terminology, the mathemancs, etc , of the natural
sciences And a provokes resentment of the disciplines so
classified, which encourages anti-scientific attitudes Some-
times you can even see the envy and the resentment work-
ing together for example, with those self-styled eth-
nomethodologists who undertake "laboratory studies" of
science, observmg, as they would say, part of the industrial
complex in the business of the production of inscriptions,
or — one has, grudgingly, to admit the rhetoncal brilliance
of this self-description — with "creanon science " And (the
pomt that chiefly concerns me now) this hononfic usage
stands in the way of a straightforward acknowledgement
that science — science, that is, in the descriptive sense — is
neither sacred nor a confidence tnck

Science is not sacred like all human enterpnses, it is
thoroughly fallible, =perfect, uneven in its achievements,
often fumbhng, somenmes corrupt, and, of course, incom-
plete Neither, however, is a a confidence trick the natural
sciences, at any rate, have surely been the most successful of
human cognitive enterpnses

To acknowledge this is not at ali to deny the legitimacy
or denigrate the achievements of other kinds of inquiry, of
history or philosophy or of legal or literary scholarship, for
instance, nor is it to deny the legitimacy or denigrate the
achievements of literature or art It is, however, to put on
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the agenda some hard questions about whether and if so
how those disciplines classified as scences differ among
themselves, about whether and if so how other kinds of
inquiry differ from those classified as sciences, about how
we learn from art or literature, when neither is a kind of
inquiry, and about the place of imagmation, metaphor, and
linguistic innovation in science

The core of what needs to be sorted out is epistemologi-
cal, 1 e, it concerns the nature and conditions of seentffic
knowledge, evidence, and inquiry We need an account of
what the saences know and how they know it which will
be realistic in the ordmary, non-technical sense of neither
over-estimating nor under-estimating what the sciences cari
do The task is difficult as well as urgent For mainstream
philosophy of science has sometimes erred in the direction
of over-estimating science, and this has left it unable effec-
tively to answer that great shrill chorus of voices which,
ernng dramatically in the other direction, has of late de-
cned its episternic pretensions

* * * * *

Once upon a time — the phrase is a warning that what
follows will be cartoon history — the epistemic bona fides of
good empincal science needed to be defended against the
rival claims of sacred scripture or a priori metaphysics Be-
fore long a carne to be taken for granted that science enjoys
a peculiar epistemic authonty because of its uniquely objec-
tive and rational method of inquiry Successive efforts to
articulate what that uniquely objective and rational method
might be gave nse to umpteen competing versions of what I
shall call the Old Deferentialist position science progresses
inductively, by accumulating true or probably true theones
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confirmed by empincal evidence, by observed facts, or de-
ductively, by testing theones against basic statements and,
as falsified conjectures are replaced by corroborated ones,
improving the vensimilitude of its theones, or instrumen-
tally, by developing theones which, though not themselves
capable of truth, are efficient instruments of prediction, or,
etc , etc Of course, there were many obstacles Humean
skepticism about induction, the paradoxes of confirmation,
the "new nddle of induction" posed by Goodman's "grue",
Russell Hanson's and others' thesis of the theory-
dependence of observation, Quine's of the underdetermina-
tion of theones even by ali possible observational evidence
But these obstacles, though acknowledged as tough, were
assumed to be superable, or avoidable 2

It is tempting to describe these problems In Kuhn=
terms, as anomalies facmg the Old Deferentialist paradigm
just as a rival was beginning to stir Kuhn himself, he tens
us, did not mtend radically to undermine the pretensions of
science to be a rational enterpnse But most readers of The
Structure of Scierinfic Revolunons, missing many subtleties
and many ambiguities, heard only science progresses, or
"progresses," not by the accumulation of well-confirmed
truths or even by the repuchation of well-refuted falsehoods,
but by revolutionary upheavals in a cataclysmic process the
history of which is afterwards wntten by the winning side,
there are no neutral standards of evidence, only the in-
commensurable standards of different paradigms, the suc-
cess of a scientific revolution, hke the success of a political
revolution, depends on propaganda and control of re-
sources, a scientist's shift of allegiance to a new paradigm is
less hke a rational change of mmd than it is like a religious
conversion — a conversion after which things look so dif-
ferent to him that we might almost say he lives "in a differ-
ent world "
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Even so, when, a quarter of a century ago now, Feyera-
bend proclaimed that there is no scientific method, that
appeals to "rationality" and "evidence" are no more than
rhetoncal bullying, that seence is not superior to, only bet-
ter entrenched than, astrology or voodoo, he was widely
regarded — he descnbed himself — as the "court jester" of
the philosophy of saence Mainstream philosophers of sa-
ence, adding "incommensurability" and "meaning-vanance"
to their hst of obstacles to be overcome, concedmg that
rnuch more work is needed on the details, sometimes trim-
mmg back their conception of the goal of science to de-
mand only problem-solving or empincal adequacy rather
than truth, nevertheless mostly continued, and continue, to
be convinced that the Old Deferentialism is correct in es-
sentials

Of late, however, radical sociologists, radical feminists
and multiculturalists, radical followers of Paris fashions m
literary theory, rhetoric, and semiology, and philosophers
outside stnctly philosophy-of-science ardes, have turned
their attention to saence And they construe the difficulties
still regarded in mainstream philosophy of saence as obsta-
des to be overcome in a proper account of scientific ration-
ality — underdetermination, incommensurablihty, and the
rest — as radically undermmmg the da-1m of science to be a
ranonal enterpnse

We have arnved, in short, at the New Cynicism Now a
is commonplace to hear that seence is largely or wholly a
matter of social mterests, of negonation, or of myth-
making, the production of mscnptions, narranve, that ap-
peals to "fact" or "evidence" or "rationalay" are nothing but
ideological humbug disguismg the exdusion of this or that
oppressed group The natural world, Harry Collins wntes,
"has a small or non-existent role in the construction of sa-
ennfic knowledge", 3 the vanday of theorencal propositions
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in the saences, Kenneth Gergen assures us, "is m no way
affected by factual evidence " 4 According to this new or-
thodoxy, not only does science have no peculiar epistemic
authonty and no uniquely rational method, a is really, like
ali purported "inquiry," just polmcs "Femmist science,"
Ruth Hubbard wntes, "must insist on the political nature
and content of scientific work " D "I don't see any difference,"
Steve Fuller announces, "between `good scholarship' and
'political relevance ' Both will vary, depending on who[m]
you are trymg to court in your work " 6 "The only sense in
which science is exemplary," Richard Rorty tells us, "is that
it is a model of human solidarity "7

It isn't enough just to protest that this is ndiculous, it
isn't enough, even, to show, in however rnuch detail, that
what the New Cynics offer in place of evidence or argu-
ment for their starthng clamas is an mcoherent farrago of
confusion, non sequitur, and rhetonc An adequate defense
agamst the extravagances of the New Cyniasm requires an
adequate account of the epistemology of science — a reahs-
tic account, in the sense explamed earlier

And this the Old Deferennahsm cannot supply Not, as
the New Cynics imagine, because there is nothmg episte-
mologically special about science, but because what is epis-
temologically special about science is subtler, less direct,
and a bit less reassunng, than the Old Deferentialism sup-
poses

Not surpnsingly, perhaps, the most serious flaws in the
Old Deferentialist paradigm are not quite overt, but a mat-
ter of mistaken focus The Old Deferentiahsm tends to fo-
cus attention too exclusively on science, or else on science
and, by way of foil, "pseudo-saence" — the covert presump-
non bemg that standards of good evidence and well-
conducted, imagmative, thorough, honest mquiry are
somehow specifically scientific, internal to the sciences It
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tends to concern itself too exclusively with narrowly logical
dimensions, ignonng or downplaymg the epistemic signifi-
cance of imagmation, conceptual innovation, communica-
non, the social character of science — and often, throwing
the spotlight on observation statements, seems to relegate
the world to the shadows It asks too much of the distinc-
non of context of discovery versus context of justification —
and, in its anxiety to relegate non-logical factois to the dis-
covery phase, has madvertently encouraged the New Cyn-
ics in thinking of the j ustification of theones as a rhetoncal
activity In which scientists engage, rather than a matter of
how good their evidence is Old Deferentialist conceptions
of the structure of evidence, furthermore, not only in their
deductivist but also m their mductivist manifesta-n.0ns, have
been too narrowly (i. e , too formally) logical

So perhaps it is not so surprising that, to an outsider,
the explanations of scientific rationality offered In recent
philosophy of science sometimes sound less reassunng than
unnerving, whether because, as with Critical Rationalism,
granting that science seeks significant truths, it falis so spec-
tacularly to expiam how it achieves dm goal, or because, as
with recent vanants and descendants of instrumentalism, rt
is able to show how science succeeds only by an implausible
attenuation of what it is that scence aims to do

Perhaps some New Cynics — those who insist on the
legitimacy of other ways of knowmg than the scientific, or
emphasize the fact that, whatever else ft is, science is a large
and powerful social institution, or stress the sinalai-Ines be-
tween linguistic innovation in science and in literature, the
role of imagmation in both — vaguely sense some of these
defects of the Old Deferennahst approach But this does
not justify the extravagant conclusions they invite us to
draw that there is no real difference between the supposed
discovenes of saence and other stories we teul to help our-
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selves to cope, that what scientific theories get accepted is
wholly determined by social forces or political interests, and
so forth and so on

* * * * *

Emphatically dechning that invitation, 1 shall try to articu-
late an account — "Criticai Commonsensism" — which can
correct the over-optimism of the Old Deferentiahsm with-
out succumbing to the factitious despair of the New Cyni-
asm The New Cynics' major themes are that there are no
objective epistemic standards, and there is nothing episte-
mologically special about science These themes both en-
courage and are encouraged by the New Cynics' strategy of
shifting attention from the evaluative notion of warrant
(how good the evidence is with respect to this or that scien-
tific ciam) to the descriptive notion of acceptance (the
standing of this or that claim in the eyes of the relevant
scientific sub-community) But there are objective epistemic
standards, and there is something epistemically special
about the sciences The Old Deferentiahsm rightly ac-
knowledges this, but in the wrong way Science is not
privileged epistemologically, but distingvashed, the point be-
ing that distinction, unlike privilege, has to be earned The
natural sciences deserve, not uncritical deference, but tem-
pered respect

One might almost say that as the Old Deferentiahsm,
once itself a rebellion against an older orthodoxy, became
an orthodoxy itself, and as the hard-earned distinction of
the natural sciences was allowed to congeal into uncriticized
privilege, the exaggerated response of the new rebels was
only to be expected But the exaggerated response is as un-
necessary as the supposed epistemic privilege of science is
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indefensible Our standards of good, strong, supportive
evidence and of well-conducted, honest, thorough, imagi-
native inquiry are not internai to the sciences In judging
where science has succeeded and where it has failed, in
what areas and at what times a has done better and in
what worse, we are appealmg to the standards by which we
judge the solidity of empirical beliefs, or the rigor and thor-
oughness of empirical inquiry, generally But the sciences,
at least some of them at least some of the time, have suc-
ceeded remarkably well by those standards

To say that standards of good evidence and well-
conducted mquiry are not internai to the sciences is not to
say that a lay person is able to judge the evidence for a sci-
entific claim or the conduct of a scientific inquiry as well as
someone in the relevant scientific specialism Often — usu-
ally — only a specialist can judge the weight of the evidence
or the thoroughness of the precautions agamst experimen-
tal error, etc , for such judgments are apt to require a broad
and detailed knowledge of background theory, not to men-
tion a familiarity with technical vocabulary, not easily
available to the lay person But, though only specialists may
be in a position to judge the worth of this or that evidence,
nevertheless, respect for evidence, care in weighing it and
persistence in seeking it out, are neither exclusively nor
essentially scientific desiderata, but are the standards by
which we judge ali inquirers — detectives, historians, inves-
tigative journalists, etc

The presumption that epistemic standards (supposmg, as
they would say, that there were any) would be mternal to
science also plays a covert role m encouragmg a dreadful
argument ubiquitous among the New Cynics — an argu-
ment mtimately bound up with their shift of attention away
from warrant and onto acceptance Smce, the argument
goes, what has passed for, i e, what has been accepted by
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scientists as, known fact or objective evidence or honest
inquiry, etc , has sometimes turned out to be no such thing,
the notions of known fact, objective evidence, honest In-
quiry etc , are revealed to be ideological humbug lhe pre-
miss is true, manifestly, however, the conclusion doesn't
follow Indeed, this dreadful argument — I call it the
"Passes-for Fallacy"8 — is not only fallacious, but self-
undermining, for if the conclusion were true, the premiss
could not be a known fact for which objective evidence had
been discovered by honest inquiry The obvious response is
available to the Criticai Commonsensist scientific inquiry
does not always tive up to the epistemological ideal, but
only by honest investigation of the eviden.ce can we fmd
out when and where it falis — a response which, however,
is not quite so easily available to one who supposes that the
epistemological ideal is set by the sciences

More important for my purposes than the distinction of
discovery and justification, is the distmction between stan-
dards of good evidence and rules or guidelines for the con-
duct of inquiry These differ rather as standards for judgmg
roses In a flower show differ from rules or guidelines for
growing them — the latter, but not the former, would In-
evitably mention horse manure, or as standards of nutri-
tiousness differ from rules or guidelines for menu-planning
The goal of scientific inquiry is substantial, significant, ex-
planatory truth And, as it is easier to produce a nutritious
meal if one neglects the other aspect of the goal of menu-
planning, palatability, it is easier to come up with truths if
one doesn't mmd the truths one gets bemg trivial or insig-
nificant Standards of good evidence are focussed on just
one aspect of the goal, on truth-mdicativeness, guidelines
for the conduct of inquiry, however, must focus on sub-
stance and significance as well as truth That is why there
can't be rules for conducting mquiry, mstructions that
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could be followed mechanically, but only guidelines re-
quinng discretion, good judgment, in their application

The structure of evidence — to use an analogy on which
I have long relied — is less like a mathematical proof than a
crossword puzzle 9 (As I only recently discovered, Einstein
once observed that a scientist is like "a man engaged in
solving a well-designed word-puzzle ") 10 Think of the con-
troversy over that meteonte discovered in Antarctica,
thought to have come from Mars about 11,000 years ago,
and containing what might possibly be fossihzed bactena
droppings Some scientists think this is evidence of early
bacterial life on Mars, others agree they are bacterial traces,
but think they might have been picked up while the mete-
onte was in Antarctica, others think they are not bactena
droppings, but were formed at volcanic vents, and others
again think that what look like fossilized bactena droppings
might be only artifacts of the instrumentation II How do
they know that giving off these gases indicates that the me-
teonte comes from Mars7 that the meteonte is about 4 bil-
lion years old? that this is what fossilized bactena droppm.gs
look like ? — like crossword entnes, reasons ramify in ali
directions

How reasonable a crossword entry is depends on how
well it is supported by its clue and any already-completed
intersecting entries, how reasonable those other entnes are,
independent of the entry in question, and how much of the
crossword has been completed How warranted an empin-
cal claim is depends, analogously, on how well a is sup-
ported by expenence and background beliefs, how war-
ranted those background beliefs are, independent of the
claim in question, and how much of the relevant evidence
the evidence includes

Not ali scientific theories are well-supported by good
evidence Most get discarded as the evidence turns out
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against them, nearly ali, at some stage of their career, are
only tenuously-supported speculations, and doubtless some
get accepted, even entrenched, on flimsy evidence Never-
theless, the natural sciences, at least, have come up with
deep, broad and explanatory theones which are well an-
chored in experience and interlock surprisingly with each
other, and, as plausibly filhng in long, much-intersected
entnes in a crossword puzzle greatly =proves one's pros-
pects of completing more of the puzzle, these successes have
enabled further successes

The goal, remember, is realism, and that requires a can-
clid acknowledgment that where the social sciences are con-
cerned it is not so easy to thmk of examples of discoveries
analogous to plausibly filled-m, long, much-mtersected
crossword entnes That, indeed, is part of the reason why
some are reluctant to acknowledge the social sciences as
sciences This puts some more hard questions on the
agenda, about whether the explanation for the less impres-
sive record of the social sciences lies simply in their relative
youth, or goes deeper, perhaps, as some have thought, is
inevitable given their subject-matter

Sun, the natural sciences, at least, have succeeded strik-
ingly well by our standards of empincal evidence How
have they done this ? Not because they are In possession of
a uniquely rational and objective method of inquiry, un-
available to historians, detectives, and the rest of us, and
guaranteed to produce true, or probably true, or progres-
sively more nearly true, or progressively more empincally
adequate, etc , results "lhe scientific method,"
P W Bridgman wrote, "as far as it is a method, is nothmg
more than domg one's damnedest with one's mind, no
holds barred " 1 ' And, as far as it is a method, I would add,
it is also what histonans or detectives or investigative jour-
nalists or the rest of us do when we really want to find
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somethmg out — rt is what I do when I try to figure out
why this dish carne out better this time than the last time I
cooked a make an informed conjecture about the possible
explanation of a puzzling phenomenon, see how it stands
up to the best evidence you can get, and then use your
judgment whether to accept a, more or less tentatively, or
modify, refine, or replace it

Nevertheless, there is somethmg special about inquiry in
the natural sciences, or rather, a lot of things experimental
contnvance of every kmd, special techniques of statistical
evaluation and mathematical modelling, systematic com-
mament to craicism and testing, and to finding ways to
isolate one vanable at a time, and the engagement of many
persons, co-operative and competaive, within and across
generations

E O Wilson desenhes his work on the pheromone
warning system of red harvester ants collect ants, install
them In artificial nests, dissect freshly killed workers, crush
the tmy gobbets of whae tissue released, and present this
stuff, on the sharpened ends of apphcator sticks, to restmg
groups of workers they "race back and forth In whirligig
loops " Enlist a chemist, who uses gas chromatography and
mass spectrometry to Identity the active substances, and
then supplies pure samples of identical compounds synthe-
sized in the laboratory Present these to the ant colomes
same reaction as before Enlist a mathematician, who con-
structs physical models of the diffusion of the pheromones
Then design expenments to measure the rate of spread of
the molecules and the ants' abilay to sense them 13

Tackling one problem with the help of solutions to oth-
ers,' devising techniques and instruments with the help of
one theory to test another, the natural seences have built
small successes into large, which have enabled more small
successes, which have been built mto larger successes„
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and so on And this would not have been possible had
natural-scientffic inquiry not been, in the sense explamed, a
social enterpnse

The social character of scientific inquiry is neither epis-
temologically irrelevant, as some Old Deferentialists are too
ready to assume, nor epistemologically devastanng, as some
New Cynics are too ready to con.clude It is one of the ways
in which science has extended and deepened the method of
expenence and reasonmg — the method ali of us use when
we are senously trying to figure out some empirical ques-
tion No, more than that acknowledgmg the social charac-
ter of scientific inquiry is essential to understanding how it
has succeeded as well as it has — and to understanding po-
tential threats to its connnued success 15

An adequate account of scientific knowledge and scien-
tific inquiry must acknowledge a subtle interplay of logical,
personal, and social aspects The mterplay begms at the
beginning, of course, with talented individuais coming up
with imagmative conjectures on which others build and
which are subject to the scrutiny of the whole relevant
community, and it is present at every stage lhe warrant of
any empincal proposition depends in part on expenential
evidence, i e, on what some individual observer(s) see(s) or
hear(s), etc , and so, also, on how justified others are in
thinking the observer(s) reltable

lhe pomt that chiefly concerns me now, though, con-
cerns how acceptance gets appropnately correlated with
warrant Scientffic claims are better an.d worse warranted,
and there is a large grey area where opmions may reasona-
bly differ about whether a dali-11 is yet sufficiently warranted
to put in the textbooks, or should first be put through fur-
ther tests, or assessed more carefully relative to an alterna-
tive, or whatever There can no more be rules governing
when a theory should be accepted and when re jected than
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there could be rules for when to ink m a crossword entry
and when to rub ir out "The" best procedure is for different
scientists, some bolder, some more cautious, to proceed
differently

The conception of scientific inquiry I have been articu-
lating is realistic not only in the ordinary, non-technical
sense, but also in some of the technical senses in which this
term has been used in recent philosophy of sQence 16 the
goal of scientific inquiry is substantial, significant truth,
seentific theones are normally either true or else false, and
the entales, kinds and laws postulated in true scientific
theones are real Perhaps 1 need to add that ali I mean by
describing a scentific claim or theory as true is that things
are as ir says, if it says, for example, that DNA is a double-
helical, backbone-out macromolecule with like-with-unlike
base pairs, ir is true just in case DNA is a double-helical,
backbone-out macromolecule with like-with-unlike base
pairs

I haven't much sympathy with old-fashioned instrumen-
talism, since I don't believe there is sharp line to be drawn
between observation statements, capable of truth and fal-
sity, and theoretical “statements," incapable of truth-value
Nor have I much sympathy with new-fangled constructive
empincism I am happy to concede, however, that the
truth-daims scentists make in presentmg their theones are
seldom categoncal or dogmatically confident, usually
guarded and tentative

And my approach is not "realist" In the strongly progres-
sivist interpretations sometimes associated with the word
Yes, as the natural saences have proceeded, a vast sediment
of well-warranted claims has accumulated But there is no
guarantee that at every step the sQences accumulate more
truths, or replace false theones by true ones, or get nearer
the truth, nor any guarantee that currently accepted theo-
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ries, even in "mature" saences, are true or approximately
true At any time, some parts of saence mav be advanang,
some stagnating, and others, quite possibly, regressing
Where there is progress, it may be a matter of the accumu-
latton of new truths, or of the replacement of discredited
theories by better ones, in which case the new theory may
entali that the old was correct in a limited domam, or may
partially overlap rt, and/or may introduce new concepts
which can be translated into the old by clumsy arcumlocu-
non Or progress may be not at the levei of theory, but a
matter, rather, of new instruments or tests or techniques, or
of a better vocabulary

Questions about objectivity require a similarly nuanced
approach A scientific claim is either true or else false true
or false objectively, i e, independent of whether anybody
beheves it 'The evidence for a scientific claim is stronger or
weaker stronger or weaker objectively, i e, independent of
how strong or how weak anybody judges a to be But there
is no guarantee that every scientist is entirely objective, i e,
is a completely unbiased and dismterested truth-seeker
Seentists are fallible human beings, they are not immune
to prejudice and partisanship But the natural saences have
managed, by and large and in the long run, to overcome
individual biases by means of an institutionalized commit-
ment to mutual disclosure and scrutiny, and by competi-
tion between partisans of rival approaches — by an internai
organization, In other words, that has managed on the
whole to keep most seentists, most of the time, reasonably
honest

These complex issues are confused by that popular
stereotype of "the scientist" as objective in the sense, not
merely of being free of imas or prejudice, but as unemo-
tional, ummagmative, stohd, a paradigmatically convergent
thinker Perhaps some scientists are like this, but not,
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thank goodness, of ali them "Thank goodness," because
imagination, the ability to envisage possible explanations of
puzzling phenomena, is essential to successful scientific m-
quiry, and because a passionate obsession with this or that
problem, even, not so seldom, a passionate commitment to
the truth of this or that elegant but as yet unsupported
conjecture, or a passionate desire to best a rival, have con-
tributed to the progress of science

As this reveals, when I speak of "bias and partisanship"
what I have primanly in mind is, so to speak, professIonal

bias and partisanship a scientist's too-ready willingness to
accept an approach or theory because it was thought up by
his mentor, or because of bis own many years' mvestment
In developing it, or his too-ready willingness to dismiss an
approach or theory because it was thought up by his rival
in the profession, or because of his own many years' In-
vestment m developing an alternative, and so on In the
New Cynics' camp, by contrast, the focus is on poittical
prejudice and partisanship, on the sexism, racism, classism,
etc , with which the New Cynicism perceves science as
pervaded Where the physical sciences are concerned, given
the manifest irrelevance of sex, race, class, to the content of
physical theory, the icica seems foolish Where the human
and social sciences are concerned, however, given the mani-
fest relevance of sex, race, class, to the content of some
theones, political and professional preconceptions come
together, and it seems only exaggerated

This, mdeed, suggests the beginnings of part of an an-
swer to one of the questions earlier put on the agenda on.e
relevant difference between the social and the human sci-
ences, on the one hand, and the physical sciences, on the
other, may be, precisely that, given the sub ject-matter of
the former, some of the prejudices apt to get in the way of
honest inquiry are political as well as professional A para-
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graph some pages back suggests that another relevant dif-
ference may be that, at the present stage of development of
the social sciences, their adoption of the rnathematical
techniques and the co-operative and competinve inquiry
that have helped the natural sciences to build on earlier
successes have tended to encourage, instead, a kind of af-
fected, mathematized, obscunty, and prematurely gregan-
ous (or dogmancally factional) thinking

Another stereotype, this time perhaps more philosophi-
cal than popular, of "the scientist" as an essentially cntical
thinker, as refusing to take anything on authonty, also ob-
scures the picture A systemanc commitment to testmg,
checking, mutual disclosure and scrunny is one of the
things that has contnbuted to the success of natural-
scientific mquiry, but this commitment is, and must be,
combmed with the institutionalized authonty of well-
warranted results The pomt is not that crossword entnes
once inked-in never have to be revised, but that only by
taking some for granted is it possible to isolate one vanable
at a time, or to tackle a new problem with the help of oth-
ers' solutions to older problems This puts more questions,
this time about the nature, grounds, and limas of authority
In science, on the agenda

Thus far, 1 have stressed the ways in which the social
character of natural-scientific inquiry has contnbuted to its
success by division of labor of course, by enabling the
combination of creativity and carefulness, imagmation and
rigor, systematic criticism and institutionalized authonty of
well-warranted results, essential to successful inquiry, by
overcoming, and even putting to productive use, the hu-
man imperfecnons of individual scientists But it must be
acknowledged that both the internal organization and the
external environment of science may be more or less condu-
ove to good, fruitful, mquiry
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The disasters of Soviet and Nazi science remind us how
grossly inquiry can be distorted and hindered if scientists
come to seek to make a case for politically-desired conclu-
sions rather than to fmd out how things really are Less
melodramatic, but still disturbing, among the other poten-
nal hmdrances that come immediately to mind are the ne-
cessity to spend large amounts of time and energy on ob-
taming funds, and to impress whoever supplies them, in
due course, with one's success, dependence for resources on
bodies with an interest in the results coming out this way
rather than that, or in rivais bemg denied access to them,
pressure to solve problems perceived as socially urgent
rather than those most susceptible of solution in the pres-
ent state of the field, a volume of publications so large as to
impede communication rather than enabling it, and so
forth

It would be less than candid not to admit that this list
does not encourage complacency about the present condi-
tion of science Once, important scientific advances could
be made with the help of a candle and a piece of string, but
it seems scientists have made most of those advances As
science proceeds, more and more expensive equipment is
needed to obtam more and more recherche observations
And, inevitably, the more science depends for resources on
governments and large industrial concerns — the bodies
capable of providing that kmd of money — the worse the
danger of some of the hmdrances described in the previous
paragraph Scientific techniques and mstruments grow ever
more sophisticated, but the mechanisms which have thus
far proven more or less adequate to sustam intellectual in-
tegnty are stramed

Scientific evidence is usually the shared resource of a
whole sub-community of scientists, mquiry in the sciences,
cooperative or competitive, mvolves many people within
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and across generations, and science is not conducted in a
vacuum, but In a larger social settmg which can exert a
significant mfluence on what research gets funded, what
results get a wide audience, and sometimes on what conclu-
sions get reached Old Deferentialists, however, often as-
sumed that social aspects of scence, though they might
have some beanng on the epistemologically uninteresting
context of discovery, could be at best negatively relevant to
the epistemologically crucial context of justification Not a
few sociologists of science, at least partly aware of the in-
adequacies of the Old Deferentialists' narrowly
model, seem to have been attracted to the New Cynicism —
perhaps in part because, unlike the Old Deferentialism,
offers a flattermgly large and important role to people
themselves And this in turn has remforced the disinclina-
tion of mamstream philosophers of science, and of scientists
themselves, to take sociology of science senously as a poten-
tial ally m the task of understanding the scientffic enter-
pnse

This "quarrel between epistemology and sociology" has
obscured the otherwise obuous fact that progress may be
enabled or impeded by the way science is organized inter-
nally, and by its externa! context Unlike the cynical soa,
ology of science that has recently been fashionable, a sensi-
ble sociology of science could illummate what aspects of the
internal organtzation and of the external environment of
science encourage good, thorough, honest mquiry, efficient
communication of results, effective testmg and criticism

As 'sk e need to distmguish sensible from cynical sociology
of science, we also need to distinguish the sense in which
is true and epistemologically important that science is social
— that scientific inquiry is an enterpnse requinng the en-
gagement, co-operative and competitive, of many persons
— from the fashionable but false interpretations prompted
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by amnesia or skepticism about the question of warrant,
the role of evidence that the goal of science is the achieve-
ment of socially desirable aims, that the acceptance of scien-
tffic theories comes about by a kind of "social negotiation",
that science would be improved by a more "democratic"
epistemology, that scientific knowledge, even that reality, is
nothing but a "social construction", that the natural sci-
ences are subordinate to the social sciences, and so forth

* * * * *

Since both scientism and anti-scientific attaudes have their
roots In misunderstandings of the character and limas of
scientffic inqutry and scientffic knowledge, the focus thus
far has been epistemological But this is neaher to deny the
legaimacy nor to denigrate the importance of those difficult
questions — ethical, social and pohtical questions — about
the role of science In society who should decide, and how,
what research a government should fund 7 who should con-
trol, an.d how, the power for good and evil unleashed by
scientific discoveries ? , and so on

As this suggests, the vexed question of science and val-
ues is vexed, in part, because of as many ambiguities Scien-
tific inquiry is a kind of inquiry, so epistemic values, chief
among them respect for evidence, are necessarily relevant
(which is not to say that scientffic inquiry always or inevi-
tably satisfies epistemic desiderata or exemplifies epistemic
values) But, as the previous paragraph reminds us, there
are also moral and political questions both with respect to
scientific procedure (for example, about whether some ways
of obtaining evidence are morally unacceptable), and with
respect to scientffic results (for example, about whether and
how access to and applications of potentially explosive sei-
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entific results should be controlled) — that ambiguity, by
the way, was intentional!

Some among the New Cynics seem to imagine that the
fact that scientific discoveries can be put to bad uses is a
reason for doubting the bona lides of those discoveries, and
some seem to take for granted that those who think that
science has made many true discoveries, or even there is
such a thmg as objective truth, reveal themselves to be
morally deficient in some way But it isn't enough simply to
point out the obvious confusion, nor simply to protest the
blatant moral one-up-personship It is essential, also, to
articulate sober answers to those difficult questions about
the role of science In society to point out, inter alia, that
only by honest, thorough inquiry can we find out what
means of achieving desired social changes would be effec-
tive And, as always, it is essential to avoid the exaggera-
tions of the scientistic party as well as the extravagances of
the anti-science crowd to pomt out, inter alia, that deci-
sions about what ways of handlmg the power that scientific
knowledge of the world gives us are wise or just, are not
themselves technical questions that may responsibly be left
to scientists alone to answer

* * * * *

Shrewd as I find that observation of Reid's with which I
began, I am mtndful, also, of the cautionary story — I don't
know whether it is myth or history — of the student who is
said to have written in his Introduction to Philosophy ex-
ammation "Some philosophers believe that God exists, and
some philosophers believe that God does not exist, but the
truth, as so often, lies somewhere in between " But in the
present case the truth really does lie somewhere in between
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between the faulty extremes of the Old Deferentialism, on
the one hand, and its opposite, the New Cynicism, on the
other Of course, this has been only a sketch of where in
between, exactly, the truth lies I'm working on it 17
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